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Abstract. We use Fox differential calculus on free group to study the

singularities of complex analytic varieties arising from flat bundles over

complex manifolds. Criteria of regularity in terms of cohomology of the

fundamental group of the underlying manifold are established.

1. Introduction and statement of results. Given a finitely presented group

Q = {Rx, R2,. .., RL: xx, x2,. .., xk} with L-relations and A:-generators, G

a finite dimensional complex Lie group, and 5 = Hom(Q, G) the family of

all representations of Q into G, we can identify S with a complex analytic

variety in G X G X • ■• X G (k times); as we can regard {S = Hom(<2, G)}

as the locus described by the system of equations {Rx = 0, R2 = 0,..., RL
= 0).

Our basic problem is to determine what type of representations will give a

regular point of the analytic variety S. It is a group theoretical problem, and

we shall give a criterion of the singularities of S in terms of the cohomology

of the finitely presented group Q. One of the main contributions of this paper

is to develop the Fox differential calculus on free groups to treat the

singularities of S systematically. Theoretically this method can be applied to

any finitely presented group. In this way one can obtain the results of [5] and

[2(4)] of Riemann surfaces as a special case of our main theorem.

Before stating our results, we are going to give some definitions.

Definition. Q is said to be of finite type if it admits a finite resolution of a

ZQ-module A.

We shall denote the Euler characteristic of Q by the symbol of X(Q).

(For detail one can consult [1], also §3(2).)

Let g be the Lie algebra of G, and ad p the adjoint representation of Q into

the End(g) with respect to a given representation p of Q into G. The symbol

H'(Q, adp) will denote the j'th cohomology of Q with coefficients given by the

adjoint representation adp of Q in the Lie algebra g.

Theorem. Let Q be any finitely presented group.
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(A) If Q is of finite type, then

p E Sis regular ±* 2 (-l)'dimcH'(Q, adp)
i>2

= Ap + (A-(Ô)-D-dimcG.

(B) If Q is just any finitely presented group, then

p E Sis regular <-» dimcü°(ö, adp) - dimc HX(Q, adp)

= dimcG - Ap.

Remark. Finitely presented group of finite type is of particular interest.

Applications of our theorem will be given later. We suspect that there might

be a natural interpretation of the structure of the singularities of S in terms of

the higher cohomology of Q.

hp is the height of the maximal ideal of the local ring of the complex

analytic variety 5 at the point p. (See [2(2)] for the basic definition.)

Definition. A word R containing {xx, x2,..., xk) is reduced if it does not

contain adjacent symbols x¡ and xj~.lt will be called cyclically reduced if its

first and last symbols are not x¡ and xjx.

A word is called irreducible iff it is not a proper power of some other word,

that is R = Mm, m > 1, M is another word containing [xx,x2,.. .,xk).

Corollary. Let G be any finite dimensional complex Lie group as before,

Q = [RX,R2,... ,RL: xx,x2,..., xL+s), where each R¡ is irreducible and cycli-

cally reduced, and, for each t xt and xl+s are the first and last of the x¡ that occur

(in the order of the subscripts). Then

p E S is regular «-» dimcH2(Q, adp) = A  — s • dimcG.

Remarks. (1) Examples of the above corollary can be found in knot groups.

(2) The following known results of [5] and [2(4)] can be derived from this

corollary.

If G = SL(«, C), Q is the fundamental group of compact Riemann surface

of genus > 2, then

p G 5 is regular «-» p has only scalar commutants.

If G = U(n), Q is the fundamental group of compact Riemann surface of

genus > 2, then

p G Sis regular <-> p is an irreducible representation.

These two results are important in studying the moduli of flat bundles over

compact Riemann surfaces.
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2. A basic lemma. The basic lemma given here is essentially a generalization

of [5].

Let Q = {Rx, R2,..., RL : xx, x2,..., xk} be a finitely presented group with

L-generators and ^-generators. We can consider R = (RX,R2,... ,RL) as a

mapping from Gk to G L. In this way one can identify S with the set Ä"'(l)

(where 1 is the identity element of G L). As usual the differential of R, denoted

by dR, can be considered as a linear mapping between the tangent spaces of

Gk and G L. In the sequel Z1 (Q, ad p) will be the one cocylce of Q with respect

to the adjoint representation ad p into End(g).

Lemma 1. Kernel of (dR)p = ZX(Q, adp) for all p E S.

Proof. Let A = GXGXGX---XG (k times), B = GXGXGX--

X G (L times), A = tangent space of A at p, where p G S. The differential

(i#?)p: v4p -» 5, is a linear mapping between ^p and ¿?1( where 5, ■» tangent

space of B at 1. We want to show the kernel of (dR)p can be identified with

ZX(Q, ad p) in a natural manner.

For this purpose, we let w = dB • B~ be the right-invariant Maurer-

Cartan form of B; then dR • R~x is the inverse image of w by R, i.e.

dR- R~x = R*(w), and so the kernel of (dR)p is exactly {i> G Ap\dR • R~x(v)

= 0}. Let the generators of Q be {xx ,x2,... ,xk}. A tangent vector v to A can

be identified (by means of right translation) with v = (AX,A2,... ,Ak). In the

following we shall denote F to be the free group with generators {xx,x2,...,

The following theorem is known.

Theorem. Let F be either the free monoid or the free group generated by a set

K of symbols, and H a F-module. Suppose that an arbitrary mapping f:K-*H

is given; then there exists one and only one extension off to one cocycle of F into

H.

An element of ZX(F, adp) is a mapping t: F'-» g such that V yx, y2 E F

satisfying the following equation (p E A)

'(Yi • Y2) = (adp(y,)) • r(y2) + /fy).

Applying this theorem to our case, associated to each tangent v = (Ax,

A2,... ,Ak) at p there is a unique 1-cocylce sv of F with respect to the adjoint

representation adp with sv(x¡) = A¡ for each / corresponding to each particu-

lar v, p E A.

We claim that dR ■ R'x(v) - sv(R¡) for all /.

(Remark. One has to note that/? is a 1-cocycle of Q iff p is a 1-cocycle of F

andp(/?,) = 0forall/.)

To prove our claim, consider A X F as an analytic manifold, where F can
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be regarded a discrete manifold. For each point of A one can define a

representation of F into G. Therefore we can construct an analytic map

$: A X F -» G, (p,y) = p(y), where p E A,y E F.

If v E A-p, then a*<í> • $-1(i0 is a function y¡> on F with values in g; \p is a 1-

cocycle for ad p.

Actually for each X E A, yx, y2 G F, it is obvious that

*(*.*• Y2)-«(*.Yi)-«C*.Y2);

then we have

d$(X,yx • y2) = $(A,y,) • d$(X,y2) + d$(X,yx) • $(A,y2),

</*(*, y, ■ y2) ■ <K(A,y, • y2)_1 = d$(X,yx • y2)$(A,y2)-' • <b(X,y{fX

= MX,yx) • </*(*, y2) + </*(*, y,) • 9(X,y2)]

•$(A,y2r' •4>(A,y,rI

= *(*,y, )[</$(*, y2) • ̂ .Yar'l^.Yi)"'

+ o-«ï>(A,y1)-<D(A,yir1.

Hence it is equivalent to say

«Kyi • Y2) - p(yi) ' ^2) • p(ti)~ + «Kyi)      vYi, Y2 g f-

That is the same to say \p is a 1-cocycle for adp.

Hence we come to the conclusion that \f/ = sv.

Now for each R¡of R = [RX,R2,...,RL}, we have by definition

<S>(X,R¡) = R¡(X),       VI < 1 < L, VA- G ^,

and we can regard each R¡ as a mapping from G * to G so we have

sv(R¡) = #*,.) = dRt ■ RJx(v),       i = 1, 2, ..., L.

It follows immediately that v belongs to the kernel of dR¡ iff the 1-cocycle sv

(on F) is zero on R¡. However, it is obvious that the kernel of dR • R is equal

to the intersection of the kernel of dR¡ • RJ : i = 1,2, ..., L.

This finishes the proof of the claim.

Together with the remark on p. 453 our proof of the lemma is therefore

completed.

The following fact is well known. (See [2(2)] for example.)

Theorem. (A) The imbedded dimension of a germ S of an analytic variety is

the minimal number of generators of the maximal ideal Ms of the local ring Os.
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(B) For any germ S of an analytic variety

imbed dim S = dimc(Ms/(Msf).

An immediate observation is that a point at p E S is regular if and only if

(dim 5 at p) - hp = dimc((Ms)p/(Ms)2p).

Now we can come back to our problem. In our case S is an imbedded

sub variety of G . Let the dimension of G * be n, and the dimension of G be

m. Consider R: Gk -* GL as mapping between complex manifolds. As before

R = (RX,R2, • • -,Rl), and (3/?(-/9A^)p ¡s tne Jacobian matrix of R at p G 5

(with respect to the local coordinates {X}).

Suppose that r is the rank of the Jacobian of R at p; we have dimcker(dR)

= n - r. Let/, ,f2, ...,fw be the generators of the ideal sheaf of the complex

analytic variety S at p. The subspace of Tp, the tangent space of Gk at p,

spanned by df(p), df2(p), ...,dfw(p) is of dimension rx. It is obvious that

r = rx, (because S is the locus described by (Rx, R2,..., RL)). The following

lemma is obvious. (See [2(2)].)

Lemma, imbed dim of S at p = n - rx.

By this lemma and the above discussion we have the dimension of the kernel

of (dR) = imbed dim of S at p. As a consequence of Lemma 1, we can now

state our second lemma.

Lemma 2. For all p E S, dimcZ \Q, ad p) = imbed dim of S at p.

3. An analysis of the singularities in terms of the structure of the relators of

Q. We are going to give a group theoretical determination of the regularity of

the variety S in terms of group cohomology. It is of convenience to introduce

the Fox differential calculus on free groups to formulate our problem.

(1) Incidence matrices for a group. The group ring of Q consists of all finite

formal sums

2 n,g¡,   n¡ G Z, g¡ E Q,

with obvious addition and multiplication. Operation of Q on any module K

induces naturally operations of ZQ on K.

Let a sequence, namely M, of matrices with elements in ZQ be constructed

as follows:

(1)        XM° =   [ ],      a column matrix with {xx,x2,... ,xk}

W-v
which are the set of generators of Q.
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(2) Given "M"~x, let "+XM" be any matrix whose row space contains exactly

those vectors v such that v • "Mn~ =0. This construction will be possible in

general if we permit the number of rows of "A/"-1 to be infinite. If the number

of rows of "M"~x is infinite, then we restrict the vectors in n+xM" to those

with only a finite number of nonzero components.

If K is any right Q-module, let Kn be the Q-module of all vectors

v = (KX,K2,...,Kan), where an is the number of components from K, which

is constructed as shown in (2). For n > 0, v • "M"~x lies in Kn_x ; therefore one

obtains a sequence of mappings,

~* Kn+\    "^Mn> K"   W""1 ' Kn-\ ' ' ' K\ ~* ^0 = K-

Since n+xM •nMn~x =0 identically in ZQ by (ii), the image of each

mapping is contained in the kernel of the next, and we may define the

"homology groups"

„ n, r\      kernel of "Ai""1
H„[M,K) =-—j-,       n > 0.

flV image of n+ XM"

For a left Q-module K, and v in Kn, one has "+XM" • v in Kn+X, and so an

analogous sequence with arrows reversed

n+\Mn 3M2 2M\ 1^0

• ' ' «- *«+!   *-   *n *" * * * -*3 *- *   *- K* <" ^0 = K.

One defines dually the "cohomology groups":

kernel of n+xM"

image of "M
m^-      ;..;p   ">o.

(Our description given here is very rough and somewhat vague; for

reference to the above discussion one can consult [4].)

For our case to each representation p of Q into G, we can associate an

adjoint representation ad p of Q into End(g); with respect to this adjoint

representation one can regard g as a g-module. Therefore we can construct a

sequence as before (the one describing the cohomology); in the sequel we

shall call this sequence (A/).

Definition. Q is of finite type iff (M) is a finite resolution, i.e., each K¡ is of

finite rank, and the sequence terminates somewhere for all p E S.

We can define the Euler characteristic of Q to be X(Q),

X(Q) • dimcg = 2 (-l)'dimcü'((2, adp),
i>0

which is an invariant independent of the choice of representations if Q is of
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finite type. (For the proof one can consult [1].)

In the above formula H'(Q, adp) is the cohomology group with respect to

the sequence (M) associated to p.

(2) Relations between (2MX) and the singularities of S. Consider a finitely

presented group Q = {xx,x2,...,xk: RX,R2,.. .,RL} as before. Associated

to each p G S, we can construct the sequence (A/) in the previous section.

Theoretically speaking we can determine K' and l+xM' for each /', but the

most interesting fact is that (!A/°), (2MX), K°, Kx, K2 can be determined in a

particularly elegant form.

Theorem. In the sequence (M), K° = g, Kx = gk, K2 = gL and,

where dR¡/dxj is the derivative of R¡ with respect to x- in terms of Fox differential

calculus, and the subscripts simply mean to substitute ad p(x¡) into the entries {x¡}

of the matrices.

(For the proof one can consult [4].)

An immediate conclusion from this theorem and Lemmas 1, 2 in §2 is:

Lemma 3. Kernel of (2MX) = ZX(Q, adp) = kernel of (dR)p, all p E S.

Their dimensions are all equal to the imbedded dimension of S at p.

S can always be decomposed into many irreducible disjoint components,

each component S¡ is irreducible and so is of pure dimension. In this section

our discussion will only be restricted to one component of S, that is we are

going to talk about irreducible variety only. Regarding S as an imbedded

analytic variety Gk, the imbedded dimension of S at p has been proved to be

equal to dimcZ (Q, adp) and dimcker(dR) in the previous section. In

general dimcz'(ö, adp) is greater than dimc5. However, the following fact

follows immediately from the discussion in (2); p G S is regular iff

dimcZ1(Q, adp) = dimDker(dR)p = dimcS = hp (the height of S at p). It is
of convenience to hold the following basic principle in mind (an easy

consequence of Lemma 3):

Basic principle. If 5 is irreducible, then p G S is regular iff dim of the kernel

of (9i?;/3x)adp is the minimum of throughout all points of S. It is the same

thing to say p G Sis regular iff the rank of 2MX of the sequence (M) associated

to p maximizes throughout all points of the variety S.

This establishes the basic relation between 2MX and the singularities of S.

xx — 1

(,A/°)=      '  X2~

,xk- 1
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Therefore it is quite obvious that the singularities of S depend mainly on the

word structure of R.

Some concrete examples to demonstrate how to apply Fox differential

calculus to treat the singularities of S were carried in detail in the thesis of the

author (Princeton, 1973).

4. Proof of the main theorem and corollary. The proof of our theorem is clear

from the discussion of §§2 and 3; here we just go through the proof in detail

as a matter of completion.

Let Q = [xx,x2,...,xk: RX,R2,...,RL} be a finitely presented group of

finite type. Then to each representation p to Q into G we can associate an

adjoint representation ad p of Q into End(g). Therefore we can construct a

sequence (M) as before. Since Q is assumed to be a finite type, the sequence

(A/) should terminate somewhere and each term of (A/) is of finite rank. We

can define the Euler characteristic A'(Q) of Q by the following formula:

X(Q) ■ dimg = 2 (-l)'dim(i/'(Q, adp)).
«>0

However,

i/1(Q,adp) = kernel(2Ml)-Z,(Ô'adp).

image(xM°)      Bx(Q,adp)'

it is clear that

BX(Q, adp) = image of (XM°),       ZX(Q, adp) = kernel of (2MX).

By our Lemma 2, Lemma 3 in the previous section, dim Z'(Q, adp) is just the

imbedded dimension of p G S; it had been pointed out before that S is

regular if and only if dimcZx(Q, ad p) = Ap, the height of p at S. Therefore

we have

dimH°(Q, adp) - dimHX(Q, adp) + 2 (-1)'dim H'(Q, adp)
i>2

= X(Q) • dimg,

and in general we have

H°(Q, adp) = kernel of (XM°),

and

dimHX(Q, adp) = dimz'(Q, adp) - dim BX(Q, adp),

also
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dimH°(Q, adp) + dimBX(Q, adp) = dimg.

Combining the above equalities we easily get

dimg - dimZx(Q, adp) + 2 (-\)'dimH'(Q, advr) = X(Q) • dimg,
i>2

dimZx(Q, ado) + (X(Q) - l)dimg = 2 (-l)'dimff'(ß, adp),
i>2

and so for trivial reason we have

p G S is regular if and only if

2 (-l)'dimff'(ß, adp) = h+ (X(Q) - 1) • dimg,
i>2 p

where hp is the height of the irreducible component of S containing p. This

gives the proof of Theorem (A).

For the proof of Theorem (B), it is completely trivial from the above

discussion, as in general it is true

dimH°(Q, adp) - dimHx(Q, adp) = dimg - dimZ'(e, adp)

for any finitely presented group.   Q.E.D.

In order to prove the corollary, we have to apply the identity theorem of

Lyndon [4]. The main step is to show (3A/2) = 0 if Q satisfies the conditions

of our corollary in the introduction.

We quote the statement of Lyndon's identity theorem here without proof

(see [4]).

R. C. Lyndon's Identity Theorem. Let F be the free group on generators

Xx, ..., XL+S ; let Rx, R2, ..., RLbe cyclically reduced words in F such that, for

each t, Xt and Xt+S are the first and last (in the order of subscript) of the X¡ that

occurs in Rr Let Rt = Qf for q, maximal (i.e., Qt is primitive or irreducible); let

R be the smallest normal subgroup containing Rx, R2, ..., RL. If

n,1i TiR^T~x = 1 (7: in F, e¡ = ±1, t¡ - 1,..., L) then the indices 1, 2,

..., m can be grouped into pairs (/,/) such that t¡ = t¡, e¡ = —e, for certain

integer c¡, T¡ = T¡Qf¡ (mod R).

Claim. Q is of cohomology dimension two.

In order to prove this claim, the main step is to check (3M ) is equal to zero

in the sequence (M) associated to the representation p G S.

The following lemma, which can be found in [4], offers us a concrete method

to obtain (3M2) (also see the theorem in §3(2)).

Lemma. With Q as before, and if
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(1) P = Y[TiRfiTi-Xisin[R,R],

then the following expression

(2) ^=2 e¡T¡,       t = 1, ...,p2,
v ' t,-t

defines a vector V = (yx,V2,... ,V ) in the row space of(3M2), and every vector

in the row space corresponds under (2) to some expression (I) for an element P in

[R,R].

By the above lemma the vectors in the row space of (3A/2) are of the form

v, =» 2 e¡T¡ corresponding to the identity P = H TjR?.T~x = 1. (Note. P

E [R,R] is equivalent to, say, P = 1 by Corollary 7.1, p. 659, of [4].) By the

identity theorem the indices fall into pairs with e¡ = —e¡ and T¡

= TQC/ (modi?) for certain c¡. Hence vt can be written as a sum of the form

e¡ T¡ + e.Tj «■ e¡Tt(Qct' - 1). Therefore the entries vt of the vectors v = (vt) in

the row space of (A/2) are of the form 2 u¡(Qt. ~ 0 for some u¡ m F.

However, by our assumption that the relators Rt of the group are irreducible,

that is Rt = Qt, so that we may take 3A/2 = 0 and so all the higher incidence

matrices n+iMn.

Applying our theorem, we have (note: all the i/'(Q, adp), for / > 3,

disappear)

p G S is regular <-> dimH2(Q, adp) = Ap + (A(Q) - 1) • dimg.

It is an easy observation that X(Q) = (1 + L) - (L + s) = I - s. This

completes the whole proof.

The results of Riemann surface stated in the introduction as a remark follow

easily from the duality of H2 and H° of Q. As they are known results we shall

not give the details here. (See the thesis of the author, Princeton, 1973.)
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